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President’s Words About TAFISA
2020 has been a special year for the Global Sport for All
Movement. As the world faced a global pandemic, we’ve seen
people and organisations from the Sport for All community
rise to the challenge and display incredible qualities of
resourcefulness, innovation, and resilience to provide support
and opportunities for people to stay physically active and
protect their physical and mental health.
TAFISA has also adapted and worked to connect and empower
our members through webinars, online meetings, and virtual
courses. The TAFISA World Walking Day – 24 Hours Around the
Globe was an unprecedented success, showing transnational
solidarity against the COVID-19 pandemic in a planet-wide
relay across time zones. Dozens of thousands hailing from
63 countries on all continents connected through the event
and passed the baton to share powerful messages of peace,
access to sport and education for all, gender equity, health,
and solidarity against COVID-19, among many other causes,
working together to create the most inclusive and accessible
24-hour relay.

As the leading International Sport for All Association,
TAFISA strives to raise awareness of the benefits of Sport
for All and physical activity.
While the world is facing an unprecedented epidemic of
physical inactivity, which threatens our future and that of
the next generations, TAFISA endeavours to reintroduce
physical activity into everyday life in order to bring joy,
health, social interaction, integration and development to
communities and citizens around the globe, through the
promotion of Sport for All.

We have built on our successes on all continents, working
together with our members to pursue our efforts in
Europe and Asia and to reach out to Africa, the Americas
and Oceania, developing new partnerships with exciting
projects and opportunities. Throughout the year we have
seen the development of several projects co-funded by the
Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union, the growth
of our membership, and ongoing collaborations with global
organisations and partners such as the IOC, WHO, UNESCO
and NIKE, Inc.
2021 will be a historic year for TAFISA, marking the
organisation’s 30th Anniversary since its official founding in
1991. We hope to see you all join us for the 7th TAFISA World
Sport for All Games in Lisbon, Portugal, as well as the 27th
TAFISA World Congress in Portorož, Slovenia.
Thanks to all members of the TAFISA Family. Your support,
commitment and dedication are driving the success of the
Global Sport for All Movement.

OUR VISION & MISSION
Our Vision: For a Better World Through Sport for All
Our Mission: To Lead the Global Sport for All Movement

FOCUS AREAS
Advocating internationally for Sport for All
Providing and Coordinating programmes and events
Providing networking and experience transfer platforms
Supporting the development of our members

Together, we are stronger!

Prof Ju-Ho Chang
TAFISA President

LEGAL STATUS
TAFISA is a non-governmental, non-for-profit organisation
according to German law and registered at the law court
in Frankfurt, Germany. TAFISA´s activity is based on its
statues and its General Assembly, which is its supreme
decision-making body. TAFISA´s Board Members work on
a voluntary basis.
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Words from Partners
HORST SEEHOFER
Federal Minister of the Interior,
Building and Community, Germany
Welcome
The Federal Ministry of the Interior, Building and
Community sponsors German high-performance sport,
thereby expressing that sport is a priority for the Federal
Government. The presence and performance of top
athletes motivate people of all ages, with and without
disabilities, to follow their example. Therefore, they
help make sure that sport exerts social and integrative
influence. Promoting sport for all is a responsibility met
primarily by state and local governments.
Taking part in sport is not just an attractive leisure-time
activity; it also enhances health and general well-being.
Furthermore, sport promotes values such as respect,
loyalty, team spirit and fair play. It connects people across
cultural, social, religious and language barriers, helping
to foster identification with a group and encourage a
feeling of community. International competitions provide
an opportunity for everyone to experience how sport
promotes solidarity and tolerance between different
cultures.

I focus on this topic, because the Association for
International Sport for All (TAFISA) is the global institution
working in many countries with nearly 400 members to
promote sport for all. Each year, it organizes events in
almost every continent that promote the idea of sports
and thus contribute to international understanding. TAFISA
is also involved in the European Union ERASMUS+ projects,
which focus on sport on local level. Especially in the “After
COVID-19 time”, the work on local level to promote sport
will be more important than ever.

As a main topic during the German Presidency of the
European Union in this year 2020, we chose the “Crosssectoral cooperation for the benefit of sport and physical
activity in society”. Because of fruitful and constructive
discussions, the EU Council has now adopted a Council
conclusion, which focuses on the links with other policy
areas, such as education, health, youth, social affairs, public
space, urban and rural development, environment, mobility,
employment and tourism. Cross-sectoral cooperation can
promote sport and physical activity. These other policy
areas benefit from a more active population involved in
sport and from an infrastructure that invites people to
engage in sport and physical activity. Sport and physical
activity have a diverse social dimension. In this respect, it
is not least important that the relevant decision-makers
support the cross-sectoral approach.

Next year in October 2021, the 27th World Congress will
provide a platform for the exchange of knowledge and
experiences as the Global Sport for All Movement will
gather in an interactive and open environment to discuss
debate and design the best pathway towards a better world
through Sport for All. Hosted by the Olympic Committee of
Slovenia – Association of Sports Federations (NOC-ASF)
the Congress will welcome over 500 participants from 100
countries. My wish is that this Congress can take place in
a physical way.
I wish TAFISA continued success in carrying out its mission
to make the world a more peaceful place by fostering the
values of sport.

CAITLIN MORRIS
General Manager, Social & Community Impact,
NIKE, Inc.

DR. DECIUS CHIPANDE
Coordinator, African Union Sports Council

“Nike believes that all kids are made to play, and partners
with schools and nonprofit organizations around the world
to help more children realize their potential through play
and sport. A big part of our investment is to train coaches
because we know the impact that a positive, caring coach
can have in a child’s life – girls, in particular, are more likely
to keep playing when they connect with their coach. This
is why we support TAFISA’s work to engage and equip
global stakeholders to bring the benefits of sport to all
communities around the world.”

“2020 marked the beginning of a great partnership
between TAFISA and AUSC. This collaboration has created
an opportunity for AUSC, TAFISA and other stakeholders
to develop and implement Sport for All programmes
on the continent working towards the realization of AU
Agenda 2063 aspirations of a healthy and active Africa.
Accomplishments included collaboration in successful
webinars such as the one we held recently on Gender
Equity in Sport. AUSC is looking forward to future joint
programmes with TAFISA.”

SARI ESSAYAH
Chair, IOC Sport and Active Society Commission

JANEZ SODRŽNIK
President, 27th TAFISA World Congress 2021
Organising Committee

“During this pandemic, more than ever sport has proven
its value not only for the physical wellbeing but also for
the mental health of societies. The IOC and TAFISA share
the mission to use the power of sports to promote an
active lifestyle and contribute to creating a better world.
Together we face this crisis as an opportunity for sport
being the glue of societies.”

“As a pioneer in the field of sport for all and a strong supporter of the National and Global Sport for All Movement,
the NOC-ASF with its member organisation Sports Union
of Slovenia is proud to host the 27th TAFISA World Congress in 2021, inviting TAFISA members, partners and
stakeholders from all continents to beautiful Portorož to
feel Slovenia and to exchange and share ideas on using
Sport for All to make the world a better place.”
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TAFISA and the Global Sport for
All Movement during COVID-19
Dear TAFISA Members,
The COVID-19 pandemic has been impacting the whole world
and radically challenging our way of life, and we hope you, your
family and friends are safe and healthy. Under these circumstances, we are aware of the many challenges everyone is facing and we recognise the passion and resourcefulness of the
people that make the Global Sport for All Movement, as they
design innovative ways to continue supporting their community
through the pandemic. The TAFISA Board of Directors is also still
active and has been holding online Board of Directors meetings,
while the TAFISA staff has been working from home for most of
the year.
The world is changing, and it is our collective responsibility to
work towards making this change a positive one, exploiting the
great potential of Sport for All. Sport and physical activity have
proven an essential resource to build resilience and improve
both physical and mental health through the pandemic. However, the sport sector has been heavily impacted by the COVID-19
outbreak; events are cancelled or postponed, sport facilities
are closed, coaches and volunteers are homebound, and many
grassroots organisations are struggling to survive. We must ensure the Global Sport for All Movement gets the recognition and
support it deserves and empower it to be part of the solution.
The pandemic represents a milestone in the history of humankind; an opportunity for a change of paradigm. Sport for All yields
benefits spanning all sectors of society and is needed more
than ever. This has always been our strong belief and is the
core principle behind TAFISA Mission 2030: For a Better World
Through Sport for All. Now is the time to fully unleash Mission
2030’s potential and highlight how Sport for All can play an important and decisive role to shape a brighter future.
TAFISA considers it its duty to support its members no matter the situation and challenges they are facing. In this regard,
TAFISA has taken the following steps to support the Global
Sport for All Movement throughout the COVID-19 pandemic
and ease the transition towards a new world:
- Policy & Advocacy:
• TAFISA is working hard to advocate Sport for All, asking global
decision makers, the Olympic Movement and governments
worldwide to support the Global Sport for All Movement and
position TAFISA members as key stakeholders who can contribute to the rebuilding of our societies post-COVID-19.
• TAFISA co-signed a position paper on COVID-19 and its
impact on the sport sector, together with more than 40
National Olympic Committees, International Federations
and other sport stakeholders.

• Together and in consultation with TAFISA members, we are
working on the development of a TAFISA vision for the Global
Sport for All movement post-COVID-19.
- Support through exchange of knowledge and resources:
• A special page on Sport for All and COVID-19 has been
opened on the TAFISA website (http://tafisa.org/SportforAll-Covid19), gathering good practices, recommendations, programmes and initiatives from the Global Sport for All
Movement to best prepare and support our members through
the current challenges. Please share with us any further interesting resources and initiatives at media@tafisa.org; we will
include them.
• Regional webinars have been organised throughout 2020,
inviting all TAFISA Members to attend, share experiences on
how they are facing COVID-19, present solutions that they
have launched, share their needs and expectations towards
TAFISA and contribute to the building of the post-COVID-19
Global Sport for All Movement.
• A series of thematic workshops connected to Mission 2030
will be launched in 2021 to further enable the Sport for All
community to use sport for social change.
• An exclusive online Sport Event Management Course organised by TAFISA, the Russian International Olympic University
and the Russian Olympic Committee has been delivered to
TAFISA Members in 2020. Another cohort of members will be
able to attend the course in 2021.
- Practical actions:
• The TAFISA World Walking Day has been relaunched in the
form of a “24h Relay around the World”, to symbolise the solidarity of the Global Sport for All Movement in those challenging times. 63 countries were represented in 2020 and we are
looking forward to the next edition on 3 October 2021.
• The TAFISA Office is reflecting on the possibility to organise
online Certified Leadership Course in Sport for All and provide more learning and capacity-building opportunities for its
members.
During these trying times, unity and solidarity are essential,
and TAFISA stands together with its members to overcome
the crisis. We are open to any contributions and ideas from
our members. Together, we are stronger!
Yours sincerely,
Prof Ju-Ho Chang
TAFISA President

Wolfgang Baumann
TAFISA Secretary General

Originally published on 10 June 2020. Updated in December 2020.
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TAFISA Members & COVID-19
TAFISA Members have displayed incredible resourcefulness,
creativity and passion as they’ve devised new ways to
support and develop Sport for All during the pandemic. We
are proud to showcase a few highlights among many other
initiatives.
TAFISA Members Keep the World Challenge Day
Tradition Alive in 2020
TAFISA World Challenge Day 2020 (WCD) will remain a
special edition. While the friendly competition between
cities and communities could not be held as usual, several
TAFISA members managed to keep the tradition alive.
Communities worked hard to follow the WCD's mission
and encourage people to be active for at least 15 minutes
on Wednesday 27 May. Following the restrictions in their
countries, exercising at home, social distancing and face
masks were favoured while mass sports events were
avoided.
Among other TAFISA Members, the following communities
were active during the WCD:

Ashkelon, Israel
In Israel, a "sports and movement day" was organised in
schools, fitness meetings with outdoor exercise machines
took place across neighbourhoods and a Tai Chi meeting
for the elderly was held. In total, around 15,000 people
participated.

Rivne, Ukraine
Four communities organised physical activity events to
continue their tradition of joining the WCD.

Japan
Sasakawa Sports Foundation released a series of fourteen
online home-training videos to promote sport and physical
activity in a safe environment. The videos featured
Japanese athletes and celebrities such as Ms Kana Oyama,
a Japanese volleyball player who played at the Athens 2004
Olympic Games, and targeted all Japanese citizens with
the support from the 108 municipalities that planned to
participate in WCD 2020.

Budapest, Hungary
The Hungarian Leisure Sport Association launched the
“Senior Movement” project, providing online training
sessions for seniors every day at 8am and 4pm. These
short training videos were designed by experts for people
of different levels of ability to follow and exercise at home.
On WCD, the platform offered exciting online training at
every hour during the day in celebration of WCD.

Latin America (Brazil, Venezuela, Cuba,
Ecuador, etc.)
As the main organiser of the "Dia do Desafio"
(WCD in Portuguese) in Latin America,
Brazilian organisation SESC SP ran an online
campaign across Latin America, promoting
being physically active from home under
the motto "Together on Challenge Day".
Many people across the continent joined in
and posted their photos and videos across
social media.
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TAFISA Mission 2030
Sasakawa Sports Foundation conducts “National
Survey on Impact of COVID-19 on Sports and Physical
Activities”
Sasakawa Sports Foundation (SSF) conducted a series of
online surveys for 5,000 people aged 18 to 79 living across
Japan to investigate the impact of COVID-19 on sport and
physical activity. The results suggest a significant decline
on the participation rate in sport and physical activity
compared to 2019. A comparative study of surveys carried
out in other countries showed similar results. Through this
series of surveys, SSF aims to accurately capture the
actual situation of sport and physical activity in Japan
under the "new normal".

ITTF Foundation - World Table Tennis Day
For the first time in history, World Table Tennis Day was
celebrated at home, and witnessed 3,900 people from
171 countries and regions taking part in the funniest,
longest online table tennis rally. People were asked to
use random objects from everyday life to hit the ball or
to perform a trick shot in front of any table. This inspired
participants to have fun at home using the most creative
items to play table tennis, such as a garbage bin, flipper,
banana; bicycle, and even toilet paper!

Learn more at http://tafisa.org/stories

Baytak Nadeek Challenge by the Saudi Sports for All
Federation
The digital national health and wellness campaign launched
by the Saudi Sports for All Federation (SFA), Baytak Nadeek,
reached more than 3.8 million people. The SFA’s aim for the
Baytak Nadeek campaign (
Arabic for Your Home,
Your Gym) was twofold: to encourage people to get active

and keep fit during the period of pandemic lockdown, and
connect with people across Saudi Arabia to unify and
motivate the population.

AUSC R5 & Mental Health Awareness Month
African Union Sports Council Region 5 supported Mental
Health Awareness month with two online campaigns.
To highlight the importance of the relationship between
physical and mental well-being, AUSC R5 shared e-fitness
videos on their Facebook page. Secondly, they joined
the Movember movement connected to men’s health
awareness, with four episodes of the Morning Doctor,
during which different topics were discussed with various
specialists in the sector.

Sport Ireland Designs Free Online “Return to Sport”
Course
In an effort to encourage sport and physical activity during
the pandemic, Sport Ireland sought to close the information
gap by providing accessible and relevant advice on how to be
physically active during the COVID-19 pandemic. The free,
online course dubbed “COVID-19 Return to Sport” helped
people understand how to implement simple changes to
their practice to best minimise risks.

DOSB Publishes 10 Principles to be Active While
Minimising Pandemic-Related Risks
On 28 April, the German Olympic Sports Confederation
(DOSB) published a list of ten key principles to play sport and
be physically active during the COVID-19 pandemic while
minimising risks. From complying with social-distancing
rules to providing special protection for members of
risk groups, the list details practical and easy-to-follow
recommendations to enjoy being active while safeguarding
yourself and others.

TAFISA Mission 2030 is the roadmap for the Global Sport
for All Movement to contribute to solving current global
challenges.
Today, our people and our world face challenges and threats
on a diverse scale never seen before - from climate change
to civil unrest, non-communicable diseases, isolation,
oppression, poverty, terrorism and the threat of nuclear war.
These are not problems unique to any one demographic,
geography, belief system or political status. These are global
problems, faced by all of us; our friends, our neighbours, our

families, our children. Without immediate and effective
change, generations to come will not enjoy the world as we
have done. The world they will live in will be a lesser world
than ours. This is not only not fair, but unacceptable... and
preventable.
TAFISA Mission 2030 provides a foundation for action and
growth of the Sport for All and physical activity Movement
to create a better world between now and 2030. TAFISA
Mission 2030 was adopted by the TAFISA General Assembly
in Seoul, Korea, on November 16, 2017.

12 Themes

PEACE, DEVELOPMENT
& PARTNERSHIP

GENDER EQUALITY

EDUCATION

SOCIAL INCLUSION

PLAY & PHYSICAL
LITERACY

ACTIVE CITIES

ENVIRONMENT

CULTURAL HERITAGE
& DIVERSITY

GOVERNANCE,
LEADERSHIP & INTEGRITY

COMMUNITY &
VOLUNTEERISM

HEALTH & WELL-BEING

ECONOMIC IMPACT
& RESOURCES
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TAFISA Goes Virtual
TAFISA Certified Leadership Course Held Online

TAFISA Webinars Gather 121 Participants from 47 Countries

Online Sport Event Management Course

Global Design Challenge: A Hackathon Against the Pandemic

From 15 July to 11 September, the African Union Sports Council
Region 5 (AUSC Region 5) organised the first ever Online TAFISA
Certified Leadership Course (CLC). Hosted in collaboration with
TAFISA, the course was delivered over eight weeks to total 32
hours of online training.

“Connection” was undoubtedly a central concept throughout
the past year. People and communities were creative and
resourceful in finding ways to keep in touch, share, exchange and
stand together in spite of the pandemic. The TAFISA Webinars
succeeded in bringing together the Sport for All community to
discuss the local realities across various regions of the world
as well as provide successful initiatives and good practices to
tackle the impact of the pandemic towards the Global Sport for
All Movement.

From 23 November to 3 December, 26 representatives from
TAFISA member organisations attended and graduated from the
first ever TAFISA/ROC/RIOU Sport Event Management Course.

A new initiative, the Global Design Challenge, gave the unique
opportunity to develop ideas and solutions for the return to
Sport and Physical Activity during and after Covid-19.

The online course, organised by the Russian Olympic Committee
(ROC) and TAFISA and hosted by the Russian International
Olympic University (RIOU), was an exclusive offer to TAFISA
members and aimed to support their capacity building efforts in
sport event management. As the course raised the interest of
more than 80 applicants, a second cohort will commence from
22 February 2021.
The programme started on 23 November with words of
welcome from TAFISA Secretary General Wolfgang Baumann,
ROC Director General Vladimir Sengleev and RIOU Rector Prof.
Lev Belousov.

Teams had 72 hours to develop their idea in response to the
question addressed by this year global challenge:
How might we sustainably redesign sport and physical activity
for children and families, the young and the not-so-young, for
participants, spectators, fans and community groups, so that
it is inclusive, accessible, attainable – and fun! – during the
pandemic and afterwards?

The CLC is an internationally accredited course aimed to equip
the current and would-be Sport for All practitioners with the
relevant skills and competencies to assist them to effectively
deliver community-based sport for all programmes.
As the course was launched, AUSC Region 5 CEO Stanley
Mutoya commented "As part of our consciousness to the
effects of the current pandemic, we have had to waiver the
course fees and will, therefore, offer this course free of charge
for the 2020 intake. This is our contribution to the cause of
Sport for All as we know the impact it will make in the ordinary
lives of our people”
The course was attended by 30 participants from the ten AUSC
Region 5 countries. It provided graduates with knowledge and
experience transfer opportunities as well as the development
of English and presentation and public speaking skills.
TAFISA Certified Leadership Courses in Sport for All were
developed to train and qualify national Sport for All leaders
around the globe. Since their inception in 2007, and with the
IOC support since 2010, more than 50 TAFISA International
and National CLCs have been successfully hosted by
TAFISA members and NOCs all over the world, resulting in an
international network of more than 1000 graduates.

On 13 July, the first webinar gathered 30 participants from
15 countries across Europe. Interventions from TAFISA
Board Member Janez Sodrznik (Slovenia Olympic Committee
- Association of Sports Federation), Efi Mouzourou (Cyprus
Sports Organisation), Dr. Mutlu Turkmen (Turkish Sport for All
Federation), Jacqueline Kronenburg and Dorien Dijk (Knowledge
Centre for Sport Netherlands), and Jorge Carvalho (Portuguese
Institute of Sport and Youth) launched the conversation on how
the Sport for All Movement can continue through the pandemic
in European countries.
The next webinar on 31 July saw 46 participants from 16 African
countries joining along with Dr. Paul Onyeudo (Nigeria Federal
Ministry of Youth and Sports Development), Bobby Geseitsiwe
(Technical Botswana National Sport Commission), Dr. Hikabwa
Chipande (AUSC Coordinator, Yaoundé, Cameroon), Felicite
Rwemarika (Rwanda National Olympic and Sports Committee)
and Dr. Emad El Bannany (Egyptian Sport for All Federation).
AUSC Region 5 Chairman Dr. Vetumbuavi Veii concluded the
webinar by commending AUSC Region 5 and TAFISA for their
cooperation, inciting organisations from other regions to join
the Movement and further work together.

The course covered key elements of sport event management,
such as:
• Introduction to Sport for All
• Strategic Planning of Sports Events
• Project Planning for Events
• Sport Venues Management
• Risk Management
• Sport Events Sponsorship
• Event Branding and Promotion
• Match Day Operations Management
• Crowd Management at Major Sports Events
• Spectator Services
• Sustainable Legacy of Major Sports Events
Case studies including Sport for All programmes in Russia and
the 8th TAFISA World Sport for All Games 2024 were given by
Vladimir Sengleev.

The third Regional Webinar on 7 July focused on Asia and
brought together 45 participants from 16 countries. Opened
by TAFISA President Prof. Dr. Ju-Ho Chang, who set the stage
for further discussion and was then followed by insight on how
different countries were responding to the pandemic from
Dr. Hayono Isman (Indonesia Sport for All Association), Max
Tamazawa (Sasakawa Sports Foundation), Shaima Saleh
Alhusseini (Saudi Sport for All Federation), Dr. Hank Huang
(APEC Sports Policy Network [ASPN]), Dr. Mitra Rouhi-Dehkordi
(Iran Sport for All Federation) and Nopparat Satarat (Ministry of
Tourism and Sports, Thailand). The Webinar was concluded by
ASFAA Secretary General and TAFISA Treasurer Herzel Hagay.
Following the success of the regional Webinars, similar events
will be scheduled soon to keep the conversation going and
leverage the power of Sport for All to build a better world for all.

TAFISA would like to extend its gratitude to the Russian Olympic
Committee and Russian International Olympic University
for organising and hosting the course, as well as offer its
congratulations to all participants for graduating and sharing
their experiences.

The challenge was run by a network of sporting organisations
in Ireland and internationally: TAFISA, UCC Sport, Sport Ireland,
Cork Local Sports Partnership, Cappanalea National Centre
for Outdoor Education and Training, and the Federation of Irish
Sport, ISCA, TACTHUB, APO Group, The Rugby Site, Sport for Life
Canada, EUPEA, CEREPS, AIESEP, UNESCO Chair for Physical
Activity and Health in Educational Settings (University of Basel,
Switzerland), and UNESCO Chair in Inclusive Sport, (IT Tralee,
Ireland), with the support of UNESCO and Devpost.
This first edition’s winner was the team behind “EnerEthics
– Moulding Better Humans”, an ambitious and disruptive
project aiming to develop a “Measurable Rating for Personal
and Community Wellbeing (PQ)”. According to the project’s
team, “PQ enhances understanding and enables people to
give expression to Wellbeing via responsible choices and
wholesome lifestyles. These become manifest in a series of
life-skills and humanistic capacities that propagate a lasting
sense of meaning and purpose”.
Following the results, finalists went through a Matchathon
phase for an opportunity to connect with incubators,
accelerators and organisations who can provide resources and
support to further develop and pilot their ideas.
Stay tuned for the next edition of the Global Design Challenge
in 2021!
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Africa

Americas

TAFISA’s outreach in Africa in 2020 has dramatically
increased thanks to the ongoing partnership with the African
Union Sports Council (AUSC) Region 5 and a new cooperation
with the continental African Union Sports Council.

2020 witnessed promising developments for the
strengthening of the Sport for All Movement in the
Americas Region.

Renewed Partnership with AUSC Region 5
TAFISA and AUSC Region 5 renewed their partnership for
another two years until May 2022. The joint Sport for All
programme, led by Sport for All Officer Tsholofelo Maduma
from the AUSC Region 5 headquarters in Gaborone,
Botswana, since 2019, shows a steady growth, with the
following activities carried out in 2020:
• Strengthening of the ties between the region and
the Global Sport for All Movement, as all ten Region 5
countries have become TAFISA members through their
National Sports Council or Sport Ministry.
• Co-hosting of TAFISA Africa webinar – gathering 50
participants from 16 countries on 31 July.
• Development and organisation of first-ever TAFISA
Online Certified Leadership Course from 15 July to 12
September, gathering 30 participants from the ten AUSC
Region 5 countries.
• Further training of Women Leadership Programme
facilitators in the region’s countries.
• Co-leadership of Female Leaders of Tomorrow Programme
(FLOT, see p.28).
• Co-organisation of Walk for Life and TAFISA World Walking
Day – 24h Around the Globe in the Region.
• Development of One4More programme which aims to
build a snowball effect by encouraging women to bring at
least four more women or girls to participate in Sport for
All at every level through coaching, mentorship, lifelong
physical activity and technical support.
TAFISA thanks AUSC Region 5 and its
CEO Stanley Mutoya for their trust and
partnership.

New Cooperation with AUSC
TAFISA and the African Union Sports Council (AUSC) have
agreed to sign a Memorandum of Understanding and
initiate cooperation. AUSC is based in Yaounde, Cameroon,
and is the continental sports arm of the African Union.
TAFISA and AUSC will implement joint activities in the field
of Sport for All, including a series of webinars. The two
organisations co-hosted a first event on “Gender Equity in
Sport for All: Participation, Empowerment, Leadership”, held
on 12 November in partnership with the African Women In
Sports Association (AWISA), with close to 200 registered
participants from 70 countries.

Launch of TAFISA Africa Working Group
The growth of TAFISA’s activities in Africa calls for a
revitalisation of TAFISA’s regional body, TAFISA Africa.
TAFISA Africa Working Group, chaired by TAFISA VicePresident Leonard Thadeo, was established with the aim to
support TAFISA in designing a new approach and strategy
on the continent and identify priorities and areas for the
implementation of programmes and activities. The working
group held its first meeting on 27 October. TAFISA thanks
working group members, selected for their expertise
and regional representation of the continent, for their
commitment and hard work.

A New Partnership with the Aspen Institute Sport &
Society Program
Following the approval of the Aspen Institute as a new
TAFISA national member for USA by the TAFISA Board of
Directors, TAFISA and the Aspen Institute Sport & Society
Program signed a Memorandum of Understanding on 9
December. This new partnership aims to position the ASPEN
Institute Sports & Society Program as a TAFISA hub for the
USA and Northern America, to facilitate the development
of the Sport for All Movement in the region. Several joint
activities will follow in the coming months and years.
This partnership was officially announced by TAFISA
Secretary General Wolfgang Baumann and Aspen Institute
Sport and Society Program’s Executive Director Tom Farrey
during the Aspen Institute’s Project Play Summit on 16
October.
The Aspen Institute is a global non-profit organisation
committed to realising a free, just, and equitable society.
Since its founding in 1949, the Institute has been driving
change through dialogue, leadership, and action to help
solve the most critical challenges facing communities
in the United States and around the world. The mission
of the Sports & Society Program is to convene leaders,
facilitate dialogue, and inspire solutions that help sports
serve the public interest. The Program provides a venue for
thought leadership where knowledge can be deepened and
breakthrough strategies explored on a range of issues.

In addition to TAFISA’s activities on the continent, TAFISA
representatives intervened in the following two events:
• 7th International Sport and Peace Conference,
organised by TAFISA partner the Foundation for
Sport and Development and Peace on 21 September
in Cape Town, South Africa.
• “Sport-Based Initiatives For Youth Crime Prevention
During COVID-19 in South Africa” Webinar, hosted by
the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime on 22
October.

CANOC Leads TAFISA Events in the Caribbean
TAFISA is always proud to count on long-lasting partners
and for many years the Caribbean Association of National
Olympic Committees (CANOC) has played a key role in
developing the Sport for All Movement in the Caribbean. In
2020, CANOC coordinated and promoted the TAFISA World
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Walking Day – 24h Around the Globe across the Caribbean
islands, contributing to the success of the event and
coverage of the region’s time zones to achieve the global
virtual relay.
CANOC, who has hosted various TAFISA CLCs over many
years, continued its capacity building efforts by nominating
various participants to join the TAFISA/ROC/RIOU Sport
Event Management Course.
We thank CANOC for their trust and ongoing collaboration!

TAFISA Vice-President Joins 1st Congress Active Cities
Guatemala 2020
The event, held on 8 October and co-organised by the
Guatemalan Olympic Committee, Guatemalan National
Council of Sports, Physical Education and Recreation
(CONADER) and the National Association of Municipalities
(ANAM), was joined by dozens of participants who
discussed how to promote healthy lifestyles and develop
active, healthy, peaceful and happy cities in Guatemala.
TAFISA Vice-President Catherine Forde gave a presentation
on the importance of physical activity and Sport for All
in cities. She was joined by TAFISA partner Evaleo who
introduced the Global Active City Programme.
CONADER joined TAFISA as a new national member after
the event. Welcome to the family!

TAFISA Secretary General Gives Keynote at
Cubamotricidad 2020
Invited by INDER to share TAFISA’s expertise during the first
ever virtual Cubamotricidad conference on 4 – 5 December,
TAFISA Secretary General gave a keynote on the new
challenges and future of the Global Sport for All Movement
in the light of the COVID-19 pandemic. TAFISA thanks INDER
and the Cuban Olympic Committee for their continued
cooperation.
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Asia & Oceania
Upcoming: 16th ASFAA Congress,
Jeju Island, Korea to be held in 2021
In light of the challenges and
uncertainties that the COVID-19
pandemic
has
posed
across
communities and sectors, the ASFAA
Secretariat has communicated with
the ASFAA Board of Directors and
the Organising Committee of the
16th ASFAA Congress to assess the
situation and identify possibilities
of hosting the Congress originally
scheduled in September 2020.
To ensure the health and wellbeing of
all participants as the highest priority,
the decision was made to postpone
the 16th ASFAA Congress and the 25th
General Assembly and hold them in
Jeju Island, Korea in 2021.
TAFISA Joins 2020 Yokohama Sport
Conference
The
2020
Yokohama
Sport
Conference,
initially
scheduled
in Yokohama, Japan, on 8-12
September, has been held online due
to the COVID-19 pandemic. Over

ASFAA BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
President: Pun Weng Kun, Macao,
China
Vice Presidents:
Dato’ Sarjit Singh Sekhon, Malaysia
Hon. Brian Dixon, Australia
Secretary General: Herzel Hagay,
Israel
Treasurer: Guoyong Liu, China
Board Members:
Yasuo Yamaguchi, Japan
Min-Soo Kim, Korea
Ali Majdara, Iran
Wong Po Lee, Hong Kong, China

eighty speakers tackled the theme
"Contributing to a Sustainable World"
through keynotes, symposia and
lectures. TAFISA Secretary General
Wolfgang Baumann was invited
to present on the topic of "Sport
Development - From Vision to Reality:
New Understandings and Challenges
of the Global Sport for All Movement"
during the Symposium on "The Parallel
Worlds of Sport Development",
chaired by ICSSPE Board Member
Professor Anneliese Goslin.

TAFISA and Fiji National Sports
Commission Receive UNESCO
Grant
Following a successful application
to the UNESCO Participation Programme, with the support of IWG on
Women and Sport, TAFISA and Fiji National Sports Commission will launch
the “Women Leadership Through
Sport for All – Training the next Generation of Women Sport for All Leaders
in Oceania” programme in 2021. This
mentoring scheme will select 10 Oceanian young women as mentees to be
associated with 10 experienced mentors and receive training to become
the future Sport for All leaders in the
region. The initiative will be complemented by a capacity-building workshop and the creation of an alumni
network.
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Europe
AIASFA hosts International Webinar
Series on Sport for All and COVID
The All India Association of Sport for
All (AIASFA) organised a series of
webinars gathering an international
panel of experts to address the
various issues faced by personnel and
organisations in the sport field during
these trying times, and encourage
solidarity and fraternity in the sport
sector. Among the various experts
and dignitaries who took part in the
webinars, TAFISA Treasurer Herzel
Hagay, TAFISA Board Member Janez
Sodrznik and ASFAA Vice President
Sarjit Singh Sekhon were invited to
give a speech.

TAFISA Board Member Janez Sodržnik Elected in EPAS
Consultative Committee Bureau
On 8 September 2020, the Council of Europe - Enlarged
Partial Agreement on Sport (EPAS) Consultative
Committee's plenary meeting was held in Strasbourg. In
compliance with the current regulations for health and
safety, most participants joined the event remotely.

TAFISA Europe Steering Committee Meets
The new TAFISA Europe Steering Committee, which was
elected in November 2019, met on 26 February in Frankfurt,
Germany and on 19 June virtually. Those two meetings
constituted milestones in defining TAFISA Europe’s action
plan and priorities for the years 2020 – 2023.

Among other items on the plenary meeting's agenda, the
elections of the new Bureau of the EPAS Consultative
Committee (CC) were held. The following Bureau was
elected:
Chair:
Kolë Gjeloshaj, International School Sport Federation
Vice-Chair:
Tone Jagodic, European Olympic Committees
Bureau Members:
Janez Sodržnik, TAFISA
Laura Capranica, European Athlete as Student Network
Louis Moustakas, European Network of Sport Education
James Ogilvie, UEFA
TAFISA congratulates the new Bureau and is proud to be
represented by Board Member Janez Sodrznik.

APEC Sports Policy Network Virtual
Round Table
Following a collaboration initiated
in 2019, the APEC Sports Policy
Network (ASPN) invited TAFISA
to join its Virtual Round Table on
16 November. TAFISA Head of
President’s Office Stacey Kim joined
the event which tackled issues
linked to COVID-19 recovery in the
field of sport in the Asia-Pacific
and gathered representatives from
APEC Member States Ministries of
Sports, international organisations
and municipalities. This builds on a
growing cooperation between TAFISA
and ASPN, which throughout 2020
relayed TAFISA’s initiatives to the
network. TAFISA thanks ASPN for its
trust and support.

Sport Ireland and TAFISA Host Active City Capacity
Building Workshop
Five Irish cities joined an Active City Capacity Building
workshop on 25 November. Hosted by Sport Ireland and led
by TAFISA and the Liverpool John Moores University, the
workshop aimed to support the Local Sports Partnerships
of Dublin, Cork, Limerick, Galway and Waterford in initiating
their Active City projects as part of a national programme
launched by Sport Ireland. TAFISA thanks Sport Ireland for
their trust, as well as John Marsden, Prof. Keith George and
Prof. Lynne Boddy for their time and contributions to the
workshop.

TAFISA Joins SPACHE Project as Partner
Led by the City of Guimaraes, “Sport and Physical activity in
Cultural heritage Environments” (SPACHE), aims to leverage
cultural heritage resources for enhancing sport and physical
activity practice for all, with a focus on local citizens,
migrants, tourists, and other social groups. SPACHE is cofunded by the Erasmus+ programme of the European Union.

TAFISA EUROPE STEERING
COMMITTEE:
Chairperson:
Peter Barendse, Netherlands
Co-Chairperson:
Malgorzata Szukalska-Wrona, Poland
Patrik Perosa MScBA, Slovenia
Steering Committee Members:
Flavia Epureanu, Romania
Prof. Dr. Dusan Mitic, Serbia
Efi Mouzourou, Cyprus
Natalia Khamidova, Russia
Robert Benyhe, Hungary
Yasin Bolukbasi, Turkey
Wolfgang Baumann, Germany
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Active Cities
2020 was a busy year on the “Active City” front as TAFISA
launched its new online Active City platform – in partnership
with the Liverpool John Moores University. Revisiting
the old “Triple AC – Active Cities, Active Communities,
Active Citizens” programme, the platform introduces an
overarching framework for all TAFISA initiatives in the field
and repositions Triple AC to answer to the needs not only of
cities, but also of national and international organisations.
Launch of the Triple AC
Framework
Based on two pillars, the Triple
AC Framework offers diverse solutions to stakeholders
who wish to act at the level of the city setting and increase
participation in Sport for All and physical activity among
citizens.
“Activate Your Citizens” is the product-oriented pillar where
interested parties can immediately engage their citizens in
physical activity through TAFISA programmes and events.
“Develop Active Cities” is the process-oriented pillar based
on 3 levels to cater to the diverse needs and expectations
of stakeholders:
1. The entry level focuses on advocacy and awarenessraising about Active Cities and the significance of cities
to promote physical activity.
2. The advanced level provides tools to develop national or
local Active City strategies.
3. The expert level offers a chance to receive recognition
through the Global Active City label.
Develop Active Cities
Entry level

Webinars

The Global Active City (GAC) Project counts a new
certified GAC as the city of Lausanne, Switzerland,
successfully passed their audit and received
the GAC label. Throughout 2020, TAFISA and
its partner Evaleo have continued their work to
support cities worldwide in
promoting physical activity.

Active City Innovation Moves Forward
TAFISA and the partners of the “Active City Innovation” (ACI)
project met in Munich, Germany, on 20–21 February, as well
as virtually on various occasions during the year to discuss
the project’s progress and plan future developments.
Various experimentation scenarios exploring technological,
social and environmental innovations to get more citizens
active are currently piloted in the UK, Spain, Japan and South
Africa. Their evaluation will support the creation of a set of
ACI good practices, guidelines, hub, and a capacity-building
workshop in 2021-22.
ACI is one of three projects part of the International SportsInnovation-Network (SINN-i), which was launched in 2019
and aims at stimulating and creating innovations in the field
of physical activity, sport, and health, with the core focus of
bringing more joy of movement into the world.
For more information, visit
https://www.sinn.international/

Capacity Building Workshops

Advanced Level

Matrix

Lausanne Becomes Global Active City

Active City innovation

Expert Level

Learn more about the Triple AC Framework and our various
Active City Initiatives at www.tafisa.org/active-cities
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Celebrate TAFISA’s
30th Anniversary With Us!
2021 marks TAFISA’s 30th Anniversary! As we look back
at the history of TAFISA, we will celebrate the people and
organisations who have built and developed the Global
Sport for All Movement up to this day, reflect on the
learnings and knowledge gathered over the years, and how
TAFISA’s history is connected with our current work and
the future of Sport for All.

TAFISA’s constituent General Assembly,
21 June 1991, Bordeaux, France

In 1969, Oslo, Norway, hosted the first “Trim and Fitness”
Conference with representatives from eight European
countries. These conferences, which went on to be
organised every two years and developed into an unofficial
steering medium for the Global Sport for All Movement,
constituted the cradle for TAFISA. In 1991, representatives
from 40 countries officially founded TAFISA in Bordeaux,
France. Now in 2021, TAFISA counts 373 members from
160 countries.
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Thousands Pass the Baton
from East to West in Worldwide Relay for
TAFISA World Walking Day - 24 Hours
Around the Globe
On Sunday 4 October, people from all over the world
joined TAFISA World Walking Day - 24 Hours Around the
Globe. This year's event was a historic first and brought a
new dimension to World Walking Day. Participants took
a stand to show transnational solidarity against the
COVID-19 pandemic by passing the baton across timezones from east to west in a planet-wide relay. Dozens
of thousands, hailing from 63 countries on all continents
took part and shared powerful messages of peace,
access to sport and education for all, gender equality,

health, and solidarity against COVID-19 among many
other causes, working together to create the most
inclusive and accessible 24-hour relay.

You are invited to TAFISA’s Anniversary Party on Friday 8
October in Portorož, Slovenia, as part of the 27th TAFISA
World Congress 2021. Join us on this historic date!
RUSSIA

ICELAND

CANADA

Tribute to Prof. Dr. Jürgen Palm
It was Dr. Jürgen Palm’s vision and initiative that led to
the founding of TAFISA in 1991. Under his presidency,
TAFISA developed significantly to become the world’s
leading Sport for All organisation. In 2005, he was elected
Honorary President of TAFISA and gave strong support
to the organisation. Dr. Palm died at the age of 71 on 16
August 2006.

GREAT BRITAIN
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
GERMANY SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

The first TAFISA Board of Directors during the
12th TAFISA World Congress, Bordeaux, France

KAZAKHSTAN

HUNGARY
ROMANIA

FRANCE CROATIA SERBIA

SYRIA
PALESTINE
IRAN
PAKISTAN
ISRAEL JORDAN
INDIA
QATAR
EGYPT

TUNISIA
CAYMAN DOMINICAN
MEXICO
ISLANDS REPUBLIC
PUERTO RICO
BARBADOS
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
COSTA RICA
PANAMA

Help us celebrate this
historic milestone!

KOREA

BULGARIA
KOSOVO
TURKEY
ALBANIA

SPAIN
PORTUGAL

NEPAL
MACAO
BANGLADESH

NIGERIA

TOGO

THAILAND
CAMEROON

PHILIPPINES

SRILANKA

BRAZIL

JAPAN

CHINA

PAPUA
NEW GUINEA

MOZAMABIQUE
ZIMBABWE

MAURITIUS

NAMIBIA

Share your best Sport for All memories and photos
from the 1990s, 2000s, and 2010s with us at

ARGENTINA

AUSTRALIA

LESOTHO
SOUTH AFRICA

media@tafisa.org
They will be published in a special format highlighting
30 years of commitment towards Sport for All!

ANTARCTICA

• Concordia
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TAFISA would like to shout a huge "Thank
You!" to all those who made the event an
unprecedented success, this would not
have been possible without you all!
The contributions and messages shared for the event were
tremendous and TAFISA can only emphasise how proud
and humbled the organisation is to see such dedication,
commitment and enthusiasm from the Global Sport for
All Movement. TAFISA is also grateful for the renowned
ambassadors who offered their time and notoriety to help
spread the word within their community.

63

19

COUNTRIES

TIME ZONES

24
HOURS

Save the date for the next edition:
3 October 2021

Thousands
of
participants

History
TAFISA World Walking Day is the most inclusive and
accessible relay around the world. Over the past three
decades, millions of participants have taken part all over the
world.

10am
LOCAL TIME

What the baton
was passed for...

During the day, thousands of participants joined the
event and shared their participation through social media
platforms, where they exchanged, encouraged each other,
and followed the baton as it made its way through all time
zones around the globe.

Relive the event through our special Instagram stories
@tafisaofficial
and the #worldwalkingday hashtag on Twitter

In total, the baton was passed in 63 countries:
Albania, Antarctica (Italy-France Station), Argentina, Australia,
Bangladesh, Barbados, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada, Cayman
Islands, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Dominican Republic, Egypt,
France, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, India, Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordan,
Kazakhstan, Korea, Kosovo, Lesotho, Macao, China, Mauritius,
Mexico, Mozambique, Namibia, Nepal, Netherlands, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Palestine, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
Puerto Rico, Qatar, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, South
Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Syria, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad & Tobago, Tunisia,
Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, Zimbabwe.

health

earth

paralympic movement
be happy

better life

climate change
childrens rights

respect
education
equal opportunity
tolerance

peace

exercise

The TAFISA World Walking Day managed to reach every
single continent, as even Antarctica joined the adventure!

#SportforAll

better world children recycling
workers
staying active healthcare
women empowerment
life
medical team

Africa and Europe joined forces in a team effort which
included, among many others, Albania, Kosovo, Namibia,
Lesotho, France, Germany, South Africa, Mozambique,
Serbia, and Nigeria. Scotland then passed the baton to
Iceland and Togo who cast it across the Atlantic Ocean
towards the American continent.

Brazil picked up the baton and shared it with Barbados,
Mexico, Dominican Republic and Panama. The baton
eventually completed its world tour by moving across the
USA and Canada.

walking

The baton continued its westward journey throughout the
Asian continent, making stops in Macao (China), China, Sri
Lanka, India, Bangladesh, and Kazakhstan among many other
countries, while being passed through Russia's 11 time
zones. Iran and Mauritius then entered the relay and were
quickly followed by Israel, Syria, and Qatar, as well as Turkey
who - as part of the European Week of Sport - connected
the event with the #BeActive message, setting the pace
for its European neighbours.

Concordia Research Station, Antarctica,
also joined the event!

fight obesity
play better humans
equal pay

World Walking Day commenced at 10am local time, with
Australia and Papua New Guinea starting the relay in
Oceania and passing the baton across the ocean to Japan
and Korea.

LGBTI community elderly people
understanding

gender equality

fair play
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TAFISA & IOC Partnership
TAFISA is proud to be recognised by and work in close
cooperation with the International Olympic Committee. This
long-standing partnership started in 2010 and led both
parties to sign a 4-year agreement in 2017, including the
following activities for 2020:

1. Development of educational activities,
including a pilot of the first ever online TAFISA
Certified Leadership Course, organised by
the African Union Sports Council Region 5.
2. Development of Active City activities.
3. Support to the IOC in the Sport and Active
Society Development Grants process.

TAFISA’s strong partnership with the IOC is also
documented by the renewed appointment of TAFISA’s
Secretary General Wolfgang Baumann in the IOC Sport
and Active Society Commission, for which he attended
meetings on 18 January in Lausanne, Switzerland and on
4 November virtually.
The Sport for All and Olympic families’ collaborative
relations and exchange are ongoing, with over 60 National
Olympic Committees currently registered as TAFISA
members.

TAFISA & UNESCO Partnership
In 2020, TAFISA and UNESCO continued their privileged partnership through CIGEPS (Intergovernmental
Committee for Physical Education and Sport).
TAFISA, as a CIGEPS consultative member, attended the
annual ordinary session of CIGEPS, held virtually on 2829 September. Among other items on the agenda, the
meeting reviewed and assessed the progress of the
international implementation of the Kazan Action Plan,
and started preparations for its update, leading up to
the 7th International Conference of Ministers and Senior
Officials Responsible for Physical Education and Sport
(MINEPS VII), set to take place in Kenya on 14 – 17 June
2021.

TAFISA thanks the IOC for its ongoing support.
Following the election of the new member countries of the
Committee during the 40th session of the UNESCO General
Conference, this year’s CIGEPS session also elected its
new Chair and Vice-Chairs. TAFISA congratulates Ms Rosa
Rakotozafy (Madagascar), who was unanimously elected
CIGEPS Chair. She is the first woman to lead the Committee
since its creation in 1978.
The UNESCO CIGEPS includes experts in the field of
physical education and sport from 18 UNESCO Member
States. The goal of CIGEPS is to promote sport, its role and
value, and to enhance its inclusion in public policy. TAFISA
has been a CIGEPS consultative member since 2011 and
sits every year at the CIGEPS meetings, which are attended
by 100 participants from all over the world.

TAFISA also joined UNESCO’s Conference “The Voice
of NGOs: Global citizenship to spur inclusion and
diversity” on 14 September.

In 2020 TAFISA was delighted to receive approval of
its application to the UNESCO Participation Programme
to organise a “Women Leadership Through Sport for
All – Training the next Generation of Women Sport for All
Leaders in Oceania” programme in 2021 (more page 12).

© 2020 – International Olympic Committee – All rights reserved

Ms Rosa Rakotozafy, CIGEPS Chair
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TAFISA
Family Day
TAFISA Family Day celebrates our members’ commitment
for a better world. It is a great opportunity for TAFISA
members to share their efforts in combatting physical
inactivity through Sport for All as well as increase
awareness of innovative campaigns, projects, events,
programmes, etc. within the TAFISA Family and the Global
Sport for All Movement.
In July 2020, TAFISA Family Day celebrated its first
anniversary as it was launched on July 26, 2019. Since
its beginning, every Friday is TAFISA Family Day with 72
organisations having been showcased across our social
media platforms so far. Organisations have shared their
thoughts on what Sport for All means for them, what topic
is close to their heart, as well as their favourite Sport for All
memories.

One Word
to Describe Sport for All...

participation

cool

inspiration encouragement

Learn more on how to participate
at http://tafisa.org/familyday
#TAFISAFamilyDay

inclusive

freedom

hope

inclusion

change

fun
motivation

vital

resilience

health

wellbeing
education
barrier-free diversity

movement
commitment

lifestyle

vibrant

engagement
happiness

united

joy

globalization

awareness
peace

environment

quality world

equality

life

development
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361

12
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NEW
MEMBERS 2020
BECOME A
TAFISA MEMBER
Our member structure is unique
and inclusive, comprising both
governmental and non-governmental
organisations, including:
• National and international sports /
Sport for All federations
• National Olympic Committees
• Ministries of health, culture, education, sport, etc.
• Cities and municipalities
• Educational institutions

> AFRICA: 45
> AMERICA: 59
> ASIA/OCEANIA: 105

Why Join?
See what benefits TAFISA Members enjoy p. 26
Check out our Membership Package

> EUROPE: 98
> INTERNATIONAL
MEMBERS: 66

To become a TAFISA member, fill in and return the
application form found at:
www.tafisa.org/tafisamembers
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TAFISA Membership Benefits
As a Member-centric organisation, TAFISA’s number one
priority is to serve the priorities, interests and expectations
of all its Members. Members of TAFISA are not only
responsible for the strategic direction of the organisation,
but also ensure TAFISA adheres to its Mission, Vision and
Core Values. The non-exhaustive list below has been made
according to TAFISA’s Key Focus Areas with the aim to
highlight benefits that result from being a TAFISA member.

Advocacy
1. TAFISA places the Sport for All Movement on an
international platform by giving Members a voice and
ensuring their voices are heard.
2. TAFISA represents Members on international bodies,
in global committees and working groups, and through
partnerships spanning multiple sectors.
3. TAFISA Regional Bodies and Programmes are in place to
focus on the specific continental needs of Members
and support activities and Member development in each
region.
4. The TAFISA President, Board of Directors and Special
Advisors visit Members on request and invitation to
consult and politically support efforts in their country/
region.
5. TAFISA offers political support by providing relevant
resources such as policy papers, scientific documents,
calls for action, signing of declarations, etc.

Programmes and Events
1. Members are the first served and to find out information
and receive invitations for TAFISA’s ever-expanding,
diverse range of programmes and events.
2. Members have exclusive access to a selection of
programmes, events and services.
3. Members can not only participate in but also have
exclusive rights to host TAFISA programmes and events
(bidding rules apply for flagship events).
4. Members are offered a multitude of benefits and
privileges when attending TAFISA events (reduction in
participant fee, presenter opportunities, etc.) and are
eligible for free of charge accommodation, local transport
and meals for up to 10 delegates for several events.
5. Members are primary partners for TAFISA in terms of
new project opportunities and the piloting of innovative
concepts.
6. Members’ priorities are TAFISA’s priorities. TAFISA listen
to the needs of Members and offers programmes and
events, focusing on areas such as Traditional Sports and
Games and Active Cities.

Networking and Experience Sharing
1. Members have an abundance of physical and virtual
opportunities to network, learn and exchange with more
than 370 fellow Member organisations from more than
170 countries worldwide.
2. Members are invited to share their work across TAFISA’s
communications channels and are the first to receive
news and opportunities shared exclusively with Members.
3. Members receive access to an extensive and eclectic
variety of resources, including guidelines, toolkits,
strategies, action plans, etc.
4. Member development is accessible through educational,
training and capacity building opportunities.
5. Members can seek TAFISA’s advice and expertise by
simply contacting the TAFISA Office and have access
to a global network of experts in various fields related to
Sport for All and physical activity.
Statutory Rights
1. TAFISA Members have voting rights during the General
Assembly for the election of the TAFISA Board of
Directors and the hosts of TAFISA’s flagship events.
2. Members can bid to host TAFISA flagship events
(including TAFISA World Congress, TAFISA World Sport for
All Games, TAFISA Regional Sport for All Games, TAFISA
World Martial Arts Festival).
3. Members can nominate a candidate to stand for the
TAFISA Board of Directors’ elections.
4. Members can promote themselves as an official Member
of the TAFISA Family, including making use of the TAFISA
logo and branding (as per Guidelines).
5. Members are entitled to apply for TAFISA patronage
for their own programmes and events and can promote
these via TAFISA Communication Channels.

NIKE. COM/MADE-TO-PLAY/COACH
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Female Leaders
of Tomorrow

29

Where are we now?
The website has been launched and there you can find
more information about the project, trios/quad, mentees’
individual projects as well as a selection of good practices
and resources related to women empowerment, women
in sport, and Sport for All from the perspective of girls and
women.

What is the project about?
Female Leaders of Tomorrow (FLOT) aims to equip and
empower a new generation of young African and European
women active in the field of Sport for All with the necessary
skills, experience and guidance to lead the Global Sport for
All Movement. Through a comprehensive global mobility
and mentoring programme, the participants will strengthen
their future employability and enhance their personal and
professional development through the acquisition of new
skills, knowledge and experience gained through nonformal
education and time spent in foreign countries.*

Each mentee is tasked with designing their own project
to realise during the project lifecycle with the support and
guidance of the mentors and project partners.

Each participant is part of a trio composed of two mentees
(1 African, 1 European) and one mentor (African or European).
The mentoring trios allow for the mentees to learn from
each other and also from their mentor’s vast experience and
knowledge in the field of Sport for All.

The project can either be undertaken individually or as a
joint effort between the two mentees within the trio and it
must be in relation to Sport for All. The mentees will present
their projects during the 27th TAFISA World Congress, 6–10
October 2021, Portorož, Slovenia.

Find out more on:
https://www.flotsport.org/

Mentor

Mentee (Africa)

Mentee (Europe)

TRIO 1

Maja Pajek (Slovenia)

Lydiana Ottonika Nanamus (Namibia)

Meta Rovan (Slovenia)

TRIO 2

Paula Nogueira (Portugal)

Irineia Alexandra De Oliveira Gabriel
(Angola)

Susana Alexandra Da Silva
Goncalves (Portugal)

TRIO 3

Janez Vodičar (Slovenia)

Phumlile Ndzinisa (Eswatini)

Tinka Leskovec (Slovenia)

TRIO 4

Karen Petry (Germany)

Irene Jeremia (Botswana)

Briony Walsh (UK)

TRIO 5

Teresa Odipo (Germany)

Grace Jana (Malawi)

Meike Grimm (Germany)

TRIO 6

Muditambi Ravele (South Africa) 

Onalenna Tsae (South Africa)

Lara-Meltem Filiz Marie Wagner
(Germany)

TRIO 7

Anna Mguni (Zimbabwe)

Chushi Rachael Mutambira
(Zimbabwe)

Ida Grom (Slovenia)

TRIO 8

Matilda Mwaba (Zambia)

Carol Chipupu (Zambia)

Kaija Ruck (Germany)

TRIO 9

Patrik Peroša (Slovenia)

Enipher Elizabeth Rozalio (Malawi)

Nastja Govejšek (Slovenia)

QUAD

Primrose Mhunduru (Germany)
Marion Ayral (France)

Sebueng Esher Semana (Lesotho)

Caroline Tisson (Germany)

* FLOT Trios are meeting virtually at least once per month to keep in touch, discuss progress of their projects and ensure objectives
and milestones are being met. This is a very important component of the project as it allows the mentors to advise and support the
mentees and it gives the mentees an opportunity to ask questions and raise concerns. As physical meetings are not possible right
now due to the COVID-19 pandemic, virtual workshops and online training will be offered to the mentees to assist them in the design
and delivery of their individual projects and enhance their knowledge and understanding of the Global Sport for All Movement.

Next steps?

Virtual meeting between FLOT Mentors
and Project Partners (27th August 2020)

Mobility 1 - Trio week
The first mobility will take place in the home country
of the mentor and will allow the trios to meet in person for the first time. The mentees will take part in an
individual mentoring programme which will focus on
job shadowing, personal and professional development and exchanges of knowledge and experience
with their mentor. The objective of this face to face
meeting is for the mentoring trios to get to know
each other in a personal and professional sense.

Mobility 2 - TAFISA World Congress
The second mobility will focus on knowledge and experience sharing. It involves all mentors and mentees
meeting together during the 27th TAFISA World Congress in October 2021 in Portorož, Slovenia. This will
also constitute an outstanding opportunity for mentees and mentors to network and learn from experts
from all over the world.

Mobility 3 - African Union Sports Council Region 5
Youth Games
For 10 days, the mentees will volunteer and be integrated into the African Union Sports Council (AUSC)
Region 5 Youth Games’ Organising Team. By undertaking this important role, the mentees will have an
opportunity to gain significant first-hand experience
in the organisation, delivery, and management of a
grassroots sport event.

Virtual Meeting Between FLOT Mentees
(28th August 2020)

FLOT is co-funded by the European
Commission and is led by The
Association for International Sport for
All (TAFISA), African Union Sport Council
(AUSC) Region 5, European Network of
Sport Education (ENSE), The Olympic
Committee of Slovenia – Association of
Sports Federations (OCS).

Our dear friend and colleague

Matilda Mwaba
passed away in January 2021 and
will be sorely missed by all.
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Erasmus+ Projects
PACTE
PROMOTING
ACTIVE CITIES
THROUGHOUT
EUROPE
Project lead:
Sport and Citizenship (FR)
Period:
January 2018 - December 2020
Partners:
• International Council for Sport, Science
and Physical Education (Int)
• European Physical Education Association (EU)
• Associazione Nazionale Comuni Italiani (IT)
• European Federation for Company Sport (EU)
• European Cyclists Federation (EU)
• City of Liverpool (UK)
• City of Turku (FI)
• TAFISA (Int)
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FAIR+
FORUM FOR
ANTI-DOPING IN
RECREATIONAL
SPORT+

INSPORT
SPORT INCLUSION FOR
FULL PARTICIPATION
IN SPORT BY PEOPLE
WITH DISABILITIES

BEACTIVE
BEACH GAMES

Project lead:
EuropeActive (EU)

Project lead:
APCAS - Asociation of Cerebral
Palsy of Almada Seixal (PR)

Period:
January 2019 – June2020

Period:
January 2020 - December 2022
Partners:
• European Institute for Socioeconomics (EU)
• Anti-Doping Authority of the Netherlands (NL)
• Cyprus Anti-Doping Authotity (CY)
• Aarhus University (DK)
• Sapienza University of Rome (IT)
• Anti-Doping Norway (NO)
• TAFISA (Int)

Period:
January 2018 - June 2020
Partners:
• European Paralympic Committee (EU)
• UNESCO Chair “Transforming The Lives Of People
With Disabilities, Their Families And Communities
Through Physical Education, Sport, Recreation And
Fitness” IT Tralee (IE)
• Portuguese Institute of Sport and Youth (PT)
• Knowledge Centre for Sport (NL)
• TAFISA (Int)

Project lead:
Latvian Sports Federations
Council (LV)

Partners:
• ISCA (Int)
• Portuguese Institute of Sport and Youth (PT)
• Lithuanian Federation of Sports Federations (LT)
• Estonian Beach Sport Federation (EE)
• Union of Catalan Sport Federations (ES)
• TAFISA (Int)

Budget:
€ 362,555.00
Budget:
€ 391,180.00
Budget:
€ 395,077.00
PACTE aims to inform European municipalities on the crucial role they can play promoting physical activity. Following a European survey on physical activity policies at municipal level in Europe, the partners (led by TAFISA) have
developed a virtual Matrix for Change to support municipalities develop their own Active City, Active Schools, Active Workplace and Active Mobility action plans. Through
an interactive process, cities are able to design their own
Active City approach using evidence-based practice that
is complemented by case studies and recommendations.
www.pacteproject.com

FAIR+ continues the work of the existing FAIR
project reviews, the existing interventions on doping
in recreational sport, and food/supplements for
sportspeople, and represents an opportunity to
develop a Europe-wide network to assess good
practices and develop new methods with the help of
renowned experts in the field of doping like Anti-Doping
Authorities, Universities and Research Centres. The
FAIR+ project also proposes the first pan-Europe study
of doping practices in recreational sport. https://www.
europeactive-euaffairs.eu/projects/fair-project.

www.europeactive-euaffairs.eu/projects/fair-project

Budget:
€ 286,630.00
InSport has developed a European model for the inclusion
in sport of people with disabilities, based on a survey of
existing best national practices and the greatest barriers
to inclusion in EU member states. Following the survey’s
analysis and the model’s development, a public webbased platform has been designed to provide knowledge
and resources on best practices to fully include people
with disabilities in sport. InSport also aimed to establish a
monitoring of the inclusion-rate of people with disabilities
in sport across the EU.

www.in-sport.eu

The BeActive Beach Games aimed to promote physical
activities on the “beach” (including sand or rock beaches
by the sea but also other terrains such as grass next
to lakes, rivers, etc.). A new format was developed and
tested which fosters the participation of different
segments of population, inclusion through sport, social
and health values learning and intercultural exchange and
cooperation. The Beach Games are inclusive and involve
families with children, youngsters, adults and senior
citizens from various socio-economic backgrounds,
citizens with disabilities, and vulnerable minorities. The
various manuals developed for event organisers and
policymakers are available on the project’s website.

https://beactivebeachgames.lsfp.lv
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ADVICE
ANTI-DOPING
VALUES IN COACH
EDUCATION

TAFISA - ANNUAL REPORT 2020

INTERACT
INTERNATIONAL AND EUROPEAN
SPORT ORGANISATIONS ACTIVATE
CITIZENS

Project lead:
University of Hull (UK)
Period:
January 2017 – April 2020
Partners:
• Anti Doping Denmark (DK)
• French Anti-Doping Agency (FR)
• Austrian Anti-Doping Agency (AT)
• International Council for sport, Science and Physical
Education (Int)
• Spanish Agency for the protection of Health in Sports (ES)
• KEA Fair Play Code Hellas (GR)
• TAFISA (Int)

Budget:
€ 390,022.77
ADVICE created a mobile application designed to
reduce the prevalence of doping among young
athletes in grassroots sports. Doping also happens at
the grassroots level and this may be due to a lack of
awareness of what constitutes banned substances,
and athletes at this level having little comprehension
of the dangers that banned substances pose to
one’s health. Through 5 interactive modules, the app
aims to raise awareness of young people on Fair Play,
Substances, Supplements, Rules and Support. It is
available on iOS and Android.

www.coachadvice.org

Period:
January 2021 – December 2022
TAFISA’s project “International and European Sport
Organisations Activate Citizens” (INTERACT), will
initiate on 1 January 2021 and last until December
2022, gathering International and European Sport
Organisations (ISOs) to develop a new delivery system
that places participation in Sport for All and physical
activity at its core. It will reflect on how to adapt sports,
their rules, settings, delivery, etc. to the needs of target
groups and grassroots sport participation, and on how
ISOs can better contribute to achieve the objectives of
key European and International policy papers. A set of
resources will be developed to empower and support
ISOs and their respective National Federations to adopt
new strategies to promote Sport for All and physical
activity participation, including the following:
• A study and report on ISOs’ needs and expectations
towards the project and to better promote (and
increase) participation.
• An online and easily accessible platform of good
practices.
• An ISOs’ Sport for All and physical activity toolkit.
• A “Capacity building in Sport for All and physical
activity” training for ISOs staff and volunteers.
• A new ISOs International Sport for All event.
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Europe in Action
What is the project about?
Europe in Action promotes participation in sport and
physical activity through providing analytical, educational
and know-how activities all over Europe which transfer
existing key policies into practical action. Europe in Action
aims to guide local and national stakeholders during the
implementation of practical actions, focusing on identified
key policy areas to achieve the success of a more active
society. This will be possible due to two conferences and
three “Active Meetings” which offer an opportunity to bring
together Sport for All actors for knowledge and experience
sharing as well as the presentation of case studies and
good practices. The five events will also provide a pivotal
moment for the project partners to present on the project
results, including the regional analyses of the Sport for All
Movement.
Europe in Action Calendar of Events
Opening Conference

June 2021

Lisbon, Portugal

Active Meeting 1

October 2021

Portorož, Slovenia

Active Meeting 2

February 2022

Frankfurt, Germany

Active Meeting 3

June 2022

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Closing Conference

TBC 2022

Krakow, Poland

Europe in Action is co-funded by the Erasmus+
Programme of the European Union and is led by TAFISA
with eight project partners: Greek Ministry of Culture
and Sport, Turkish Sport for All Federation, Sport for
All Association Serbia, Knowledge Centre for Sport
and Physical Activity Netherlands, Cyprus Sports
Organisation, Ministry of Sport of the Republic of
Poland, Portuguese Institute of Sports and Youth, and
Sport Union of Slovenia.

Online Project Partner Meeting, August 2020

Want to find out more?
The website has been launched to provide further
information about the project, the partners and the results
so far, including what European policies the partners have
been focusing on and the good practices which have been
collected. Stay tuned for further information as the project
progresses.

Find out more on:
http://europe-in-action.org

Project Partners during the Kick-off Meeting,
February 2020, Frankfurt, Germany
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Advocacy
EUPASMOS Meeting
TAFISA joined the EUPASMOS consortium’s annual
meeting in Lisbon, Portugal, on 22–24 January. Led by
TAFISA member, Portuguese Institute of Sports and
Youth (IPDJ), EUPASMOS aims to implement a harmonised
physical activity and sport monitoring system through the
development of an integrated and shared methodological
process that will provide comparable, valid and reliable
physical activity and sport participation data across EU
Member States.

Webinar “Sport Based Initiatives for Youth Crime
Prevention During COVID-19 in South Africa“
The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime invited
TAFISA to intervene and share its experience during
this dedicated webinar on 22 October. TAFISA Business
Development Manager and AUSC Region 5 CEO joined
forces and gave a presentation on “Policy Meets Practice:
Realising the Sustainable Development Goals“, highlighting
how TAFISA’s Mission 2030 is implemented on the field
and in partnership with AUSC Region 5.

Laureus World Sports Award Ceremony
TAFISA Secretary General was invited to join the Laureus
World Sports Award Ceremony on 17 February in Berlin,
Germany. The event provided an exceptional opportunity to
network with like-minded organisations and was preceded
by a Nike & Laureus Sport for Good influencers meeting on
The Power of Sport in education, philanthropy, community
well-being and youth development.

(from left to right): ECOWAS Commission Youth Sports
and Employment Head of Division Kennedy Zaro Barsisa,
TAFISA Business Development and Fundraising Manager
Keri McDonald, International Bocce Confederation
President Prof. Dr. Mutlu Turkmen

3rd International Ethnosport Forum
TAFISA attended the 3rd International Ethnosport Forum on
22–23 February in Antalya, Turkey. This event was hosted
by the World Ethnosport Confederation (WEC) under the
theme of “Reviving Traditional Sports” tackled issues such
as “The importance of government support for TSG” and
“The inclusion of youth in TSG”.

CHAMP Innovative Business Ideas for Sports Clubs
Webinar
TAFISA Business Development Manager intervened during
the CHAMP (Clubs for Health-enhancement, Activation,
Modernisation and Participation) Project webinar on 5
August, led by ENGSO, ICSSPE, and other partners. She
presented the results of a study on “How to Create and
Transfer Good Practices from the Corporate Sector to the
Sport Movement“.

Sport: Re-Thinking Tomorrow
Invited by the Vatican Dicastery for Laity, Family, Life to
deliver a speech on “Giving the Best of Yourself: Sport as
a Role for Life“, TAFISA Secretary General joined the series
of webinars “Sport: Re-Thinking Tomorrow“, hosted by the
Vatican from 1 to 22 October. He was joined by academics,
athletes and representatives from UNHCR, Special
Olympics and other international organisations to reflect
on the role of sport in the post-pandemic society.

Active City Playbook Podcast
Upon invitation from the Active City Collective Calgary
(Canada), TAFISA Junior Director was the guest of a
podcast released on 8 November. The one-on-one
interview (episode #22) can be listened to at https://
www.activecityproject.org/activecity-playbook-podcasts

ENGSO General Assembly & 3rd European Sport Platform
ENGSO held its General Assembly online on 13 November
and TAFISA Secretary General was given the opportunity
to provide an update on TAFISA‘s activities as part of the
two organisations‘ ongoing partnership. He also attended
ENGSO‘s annual European Sport Platform Conference the
next day. TAFISA thanks ENGSO for their cooperation.

3rd Open Ended Working Group on Model Indicators on
Sport and SDGs
On 2–3 December, TAFISA joined the Commonwealth
Secretariat’s 3rd meeting of the Open-Ended Working Group
on Model Indicators on Sport, Physical Education, Physical
Activity and the Sustainable Development Goals. The
working group, hosted in partnership with UNESCO and the
UN’s Department of Economic and Social Affairs, focused on
the theme ”From Development to Implementation“ reviewing
progress to date on the development and implementation
of the Sport and SDG indicators framework, and working
towards the development of an inclusive plan for scaled
implementation in order to strengthen measurement and
target future planning and investment.

DOSB General Assembly
A long-standing supporter of TAFISA, the German Olympic
Sport Confederation (DOSB) invited TAFISA Secretary
General to attend its General Assembly on 5 December.

Host City Summit 2020
TAFISA participated in the Host City Summit 2020, this
year held virtually from 8 to 9 December. The Summit was
an opportunity for TAFISA to meet with potential events
hosts and debate on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
over major sports events, focusing on digitalisation, legacy,
environmental sustainability, inclusion and diversity.

The Landessportbund Hessen Board of Directors
(from left to right): Juliane Kuhlmann, Andreas Klages,
Prof. Dr. Heinz Zielinski, Wolfgang Baumann (TAFISA),
Dr. Frank Weller, Dr. Rolf Müller, Dr. Susanne Lapp,
Helmut Meister, Ralf-Rainer Klatt)

(from left to right): DOSB Vice-President
Prof. Dr. Gudrun Doll-Tepper, TAFISA Secretary
General Wolfgang Baumann, IOC Member Félicité
Rwemarika, DOSB President Alfons Hörmann
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Members Spotlight
Russian Olympic Committee
The Second Edition of the Online Sport Event Management
course, organised by TAFISA and the Russian Olympic
Committee (ROC) and hosted by the Russian International
Olympic University (RIOU), will commence in February 2021
and welcome 31 participants from 15 countries. The course
provides a pivotal opportunity for capacity building and
development of carefully selected representatives of the
Global Sport for All Movement. The success of the first
edition of the course has undoubtedly paved the way for
further collaborative opportunities connecting the Sport
for All and Elite Sport Movements. ROC Director General
Vladimir Sengleev stated:

Saudi Sports for all Federation
Saudi Sports for All Federation will be hosting two virtual
events in 2021, both rescheduled from 2020 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The first event taking place in March
2021 is an Active City Capacity Building Workshop which will
bring together key stakeholders from the city of Riyadh and
focus on the significance of the city setting in promoting
Sport for All and physical activity. The second event, an
online TAFISA Certified Leadership Course, will commence in
July 2021 and aid capacity development of Saudi Sport for
All advocates by providing exclusive lectures and workshops
on the fundamentals of Sport for All development, as well as
the latest international research, programmes and insight.

“The Olympic Movement should be supported by two pillars:
mass sport (grassroots sport) and high achievement sport.
Both should develop in parallel, and not to the detriment
of each other, including with the participation of TAFISA. In
2024, as part of the 8th TAFISA World Sport for All Games
due to be held in Nizhny Novgorod, we plan to organise a
conference dedicated to this topic for representatives of
numerous National Olympic Committees”.

TAFISA and Saudi Sports for All Federation have been in
close contact for the past few years and this relationship
was signified with the signing of a Memorandum of
Understanding during the 26th TAFISA World Congress,
Tokyo, Japan in November 2019.

TAFISA and the Russian Olympic Committee are committed
to continue to work together for the benefit of the Global
Sport for All Movement and are looking forward to the
8th TAFISA World Sport for All Games to be held in Nizhny
Novgorod in 2024.

HRH Princess Reema
bint Bandar Al Saud,
former Saudi Sports
for All Federation
President, and
Wolfgang Baumann,
TAFISA Secretary
General

7 TAFISA
World Sport
for All Games,
Lisbon, Portugal
th

The 7th TAFISA World Sport for All Games, initially scheduled
on 1 – 7 October 2020, have been postponed to 18 – 24
June 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Under the
current challenges and uncertainties affecting everyone,
the Organising Committee is working tirelessly to design a
format and concept for the Games that will ensure the health
and safety of participants in compliance with international
standards and the guidelines provided by the Portuguese
authorities. This includes the reconfiguration of the Games
venues and spaces to organise most activities and events
in the open air, as well as the development of a COVID-19
health & safety plan, among others.
The event will be organised by the Portuguese Institute
of Sports and Youth, with support from the Portuguese
Sports Confederation and the City Council of Lisbon, and
under the patronage and support from several national
and international partners such as International Olympic
Committee, Ibero-American Council of Sports, Community
of Portuguese Speaking Countries, International Council
of Sport Science and Physical Education, European
Non-Governmental Sport Organisation, and Erasmus+
Programme of the European Union.

Vladimir Sengleev,
Russian Olympic
Committee Director
General

Russian Olympic
Committee Delegation
meeting with the
TAFISA Office

Prof. Ju-Ho Chang,
TAFISA President, and
Shaima Al-Husseini,
Saudi Sports for All
Federation Managing
Director

upcoming event
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For more information, please contact:
Games Organising Committee
Phone: (+351) 211 630 681, (+351) 211 630 674
Email: tafisalisboa@tafisalisboa.com
Website: https://tafisalisboa.com/en/
Facebook: /tafisalisbon2021
Instagram: @tafisalisbon2021
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Organising Commiteee:

In cooperation with:

The TAFISA World Games are a week-long spectacular
display of colour, dance, sports, culture, peace, friendship
and fun. The Games festival offers a voyage of discovery
around the globe, as delegations from every corner of the
world showcase their Traditional Sports and Games (TSG) as
well as unique and trending modern sports (encompassing
extreme, beach and new sports among others).
The health and safety of the TAFISA family and Games
participants is our priority. You can count on us like we count
on you all to enjoy a great Sport for All get-together in Lisbon
in 2021. We look forward to welcoming you!
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27th TAFISA
World Congress 2021,
Portorož, Slovenia
6-10 October 2021
On 6-10 October 2021, the 27th TAFISA World Congress
will provide a platform for the exchange of knowledge and
experiences as the Global Sport for All Movement gathers
in an interactive and open environment to discuss, debate
and design the best pathway towards a better world
through Sport for All.
Hosted by the Olympic Committee of Slovenia –
Association of Sports Federations (NOC-ASF) with the
support of the Sport Union of Slovenia (ŠUS) and with the
Honorary patronage from the President of the Republic
of Slovenia Borut Pahor, the Congress will welcome over
500 participants from 100 countries in the Grand Hotel
Bernardin of Portorož, Slovenia.
Join us at the 27th TAFISA World Congress on 6-10
October 2021 in Portorož, Slovenia!

Trieste

Ljubljana

Portorož

More information on the official website:
https://tafisa-slovenia2021.si/
Contact:
Congress Office
Email: congress@tafisa-slovenia2021.si
We look forward to welcoming you to the 27th
TAFISA World Congress in Portorož, Slovenia!

upcoming event

Venice

Portorož is easily
accessible from
three international
airports: Ljubljana,
Venice and Trieste.

TAFISA General Assembly 2021:
Save the Date!
TAFISA General Assembly 2021 will take place on
8 October, during the Congress.
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2nd TAFISA European Sport for All Games 2022
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Host an International TAFISA Event!

Location: Perugia, Italy
Host: Italian Federation of Traditional
Sports and Games (FIGeST)

The TAFISA Bid Book is now available!

The following TAFISA flagship events are currently
open for bidding:

Organisations or cities interested in working together
with us and hosting TAFISA flagship events are welcome
to contact the TAFISA Office. Bidding guidelines and more
information about those events are available in the bid
book and at http://tafisa.org/host-an-event.

• 2nd TAFISA World Martial Arts Festival 2023
• 29 TAFISA World Congress 2025
th

28th TAFISA World Congress 2023

• 3rd TAFISA European Sport for All Games 2026

Location: Düsseldorf, Germany
Host: German Olympic Sports Confederation
(DOSB)

8th TAFISA World Sport for All Games 2024
Location: Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
Host: Russian Olympic Committee (ROC)

upcoming events

• 1st TAFISA Asian Sport for All Games 2022
• 1st TAFISA American Sport for All Games 2022
• 1st TAFISA African Sport for All Games 2022
• 9th TAFISA World Sport for All Games 2028

Applicants will present their bids to the TAFISA General
Assembly on October 8, 2021 during a Bidding Ceremony.
The General Assembly, which is part of the TAFISA World
Congress in Portoroz, Slovenia, October 6 – 10, 2021, will
elect the winners.
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Supporters
INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE (IOC)
The International Olympic Committee is a not-for-profit independent international organisation that is
committed to building a better world through sport. The IOC is the supreme authority of the
Olympic Movement.
www.olympic.org

GERMAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
As part of the German Federal Government, the Ministry of the Interior, Building and Community
(‘Bundesministerium des Innern, BMI) is responsible for a broad range of topics including sport
and social cohesion, among others. The BMI supports various national and international programmes and initiatives that make use of sport and physical activity to promote health, social
inclusion, tolerance, respect, and volunteerism. www.bmi.bund.de/EN

COMMERZBANK AG
Commerzbank AG is a global banking and financial services company founded in 1870 with
its headquarters in Frankfurt am Main, Germany. For many years the company has supported both top
sports and Sport for All activities nationally and internationally.
www.commerzbank.de

GERMAN OLYMPIC SPORTS CONFEDERATION (DOSB)
The German Olympic Sports Confederation (‘Deutscher Olympischer Sportbund’, DOSB) is
the nongovernmental umbrella organisation of German sport.
www.dosb.de

NIKE, INC.
Nike, Inc. is a global leader of the sporting goods industry and a firm believer in the power of sport to
move the world. Through various programmes, they are committed to helping kids reach their greatest
potential and creating more equal playing fields for all. The Made to Play initiative aims to achieve this goal.
https://purpose.nike.com

EUROPEAN COMMISSION
The European Commission is the executive institution of the European Union and promotes its
general interest, including promoting and supporting opportunities for Europeans to participate in Sport
for All and physical activity.
https://ec.europa.eu/sport

PLAYFIT
Playfit provides a series of exercise equipment encompassing a wide range of models for every setting,
age and/or user groups, making sport and physical activity readily available in parks and green spaces near
or in residential areas.
www.playfit.eu

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND CULTURE ORGANISATION (UNESCO)
UNESCO seeks to build peace through international cooperation, running and supporting programmes which
contribute to the achievement of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals defined in Agenda
2030. The UNESCO Intergovernmental Committee for Physical Education and Sport (CIGEPS) promotes
the role and value of sport and its inclusion in public policy. https://en.unesco.org

TAFISA - ANNUAL REPORT 2020
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Partners
PAN AMERICAN SPORTS ORGANIZATION (PANAM SPORTS)
PANAM Sports is the international organisation which represents the current 41 National Olympic Committees of North
America, South America, Central America and the Caribbean.
www.panamsports.org

AFRICAN UNION SPORTS COUNCIL REGION 5
The African Union Sport Council Region 5 (AUSC Region5) is the sports arm of the African Union, in the southernmost tip
of Africa. Its main aim is to use sports to achieve peace, integration and unity in Region 5’s ten countries, using sport as a
vehicle of encouraging people to develop and come together irrespective of colour, economic status, political beliefs, class,
or gender. www.auscregion5.org.bw
AFRICAN UNION SPORTS COUNCIL
The African Union Sport Council (AUSC) is a specialised Technical Office of the African Union, responsible for the coordination of the Africa Sport Movement. Striving for an Active Africa, a Sustainable Africa, and a Winning Africa, it
provides Forums for concerted action between Member States for the promotion and Development of Sport and Sport for
Development.
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SPORTS SCIENCE AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION (ICSSPE)
ICSSPE is the international umbrella organisation for sport science and physical education and gathers member organisations and
institutions from all over the world.
www.icsspe.org

EUROPEAN NON-GOVERNMENTAL SPORTS ORGANISATIONS (ENGSO)
ENGSO is a not for profit umbrella organisation for National Sport Confederations and National Olympic Committees from
European countries.
www.engso.eu

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR SPORTS AND LEISURE FACILITIES (IAKS)
IAKS is an international, non-governmental, non-profit organisation operating in the field of sports and leisure facilities.
www.iaks.sport

WORLD UNION OF OLYMPIC CITIES
The World Union of Olympic Cities is the only association which brings together former and future Olympic host Cities.
Through its network, Smart Cities & Sport, the Union offers a platform for cities to learn, share and connect.
http://www.olympiccities.org

INTERNATIONAL WORKERS AND AMATEURS IN SPORTS CONFEDERATION (CSIT)
The CSIT is an international multi-sports organisation responsible for organising sports and Sport for All events for amateurs
and workers from all over the world.
www.csit.tv/en

LIVERPOOL JOHN MOORE’S UNIVERSITY
Liverpool John Moore’s University is one of the largest, most dynamic and forward-thinking universities in the UK, counting
over 23,000 students from over 100 countries world-wide.
www.ljmu.ac.uk

FOUNDATION FOR SPORT & DEVELOPMENT & PEACE
The Foundation for Sport, Development and Peace (FSDP)’s vision is to promote, advocate and facilitate an improved
understanding and practice of sport and the application of Universal and Olympic values as tools for development, social
change and peace.
www.foundationforsportanddevelopmentandpeace.com
ASPEN INSTITUTE SPORTS & SOCIETY PROGRAM
The Aspen Institute, founded in 1949, is a global non-profit organisation committed to realising a free, just, and equitable
society. The mission of the Sports & Society Program is to convene leaders, facilitate dialogue, and inspire solutions that
help sports serve the public interest and build healthy communities.
www.aspeninstitute.org/programs/sports-society/
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TAFISA STAFF
Wolfgang Baumann (Germany)
Jean-François Laurent (France)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Ingrid Martel (Germany)
Gaëtan Garcia (France)

PRESIDENT
Ju-Ho Chang (Korea)

Herzel Hagay (Israel)

7

Keri McDonald (Scotland)

BOARD MEMBERS

TREASURER

Yasuo Yamaguchi (Japan)

6

Mitra Rouhi Dehkordi (Iran)
VICE PRESIDENTS
Guoyong Liu (China)

Wolfgang Baumann (Germany)

Peter Barendse (Netherlands)
Leonard Thadeo (Tanzania)

Keyur Sanghavi (India)

8

Solly Solomon Reikeletseng (Botswana)

SECRETARY GENERAL
2

Stacey Kim (Korea)

9

4

Dionysios Karakasis (Greece)
Janez Sodrznik (Slovenia)

11

1

Sara Smareglia (Italy)

10

12

3

Catherine Forde (Trinidad & Tobago)

CO-OPTED BOARD MEMBERS

5

Vladimir Sengleev (Russia)
Andreas Silbersack (Germany)

INTERNS 2020
Rameesha Shahid (Pakistan)
Coline Blache (France)
Tiphaine Dudok de Wit
(Switzerland)
Isabel Weise (Germany)
Mario Hernandez
(El Salvador)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

TAFISA OFFICES
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETINGS 2020

COMMISSIONERS
& SPECIAL ADVISERS

Online, 8 May 2020

Peter Kapustin (Germany) • Education

Online, 31 July 2020

Heinz Zielinski (Germany) • Political Affairs

Online, 29 October 2020

John Marsden (England) • Active Cities
Wendy Gillet (Australia) • Oceania
TAFISA would like to extend its gratitude to
Prof. Peter Kapustin, who after many years
serving TAFISA as Commissioner for Education
has retired from his position in 2020. We wish
him all the best for his future endeavours.

There are currently three TAFISA
Offices around the world:

• Frankfurt am Main, Germany
• Seoul, Korea
• Gaborone, Botswana

TAFISA would like to offer its thanks and best wishes to former staff members Sara Smareglia and Keyur Sanghavi
for their great contribution to the team and their hard work for the organisation.
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TAFISA Finances 2020
(Pre-audit)

Share Your Work

INCOME
Membership Fees
Donations & Grants
• International Olympic Committee
• Nassau CO., LTD
• NIKE Inc.
• Playfit

40,000 €

Reserve

337,000 €
37,000 €

Total:

728,700 €

TAFISA also enjoys in-kind office space courtesy of Commerzbank.

5% 5%
25%

INCOME DISTRIBUTION

Public Funds (19%)
Event Related Support (46%)

19%

Reserve (5%)

EXPENDITURES
TAFISA Office and Administration

456,200 €

Accounting

9,500 €

Statutory Meetings

7,800 €

Programmes & Events

19,000 €

Regional Outreach

26,700 €

Mission 2030
Communications
Total:

Earn a Spot in the TAFISA
Calendar 2022

Be the Highlight of TAFISA
Family Day

TAFISA Stories – inspiring
change

Share with us your own photograph
which you believe best aligns with
one of the TAFISA Mission 2030
themes. One photograph per theme
will be selected to appear in the
TAFISA Photo Calendar. We are
looking for photographs that best
represent the TAFISA Family, the
more relatable your photograph
is to one of the 12 themes, the
better the chance to appear in
the calendar! The calendars will
be distributed globally to TAFISA
members,
stakeholders
and
partners, as well as the wider Sport
for All Movement.

Every Friday is TAFISA Family Day on
social media platforms! This can be
your day to be promoted online. You
only need to:
• Fill and send us the Family Day
form;
• Send us a picture(s) of the
programme or event you want to
share and promote.
TAFISA will publish it across its
social media platforms, sharing
your good work with the whole
world.

TAFISA Stories is a new initiative
which solely focuses on our
members and their wonderful work.
We have launched a new page on
our website to feature their Stories
and the first videos have already
been shared with the world. TAFISA
Stories celebrate the amazing and
inspiring work done by Member
organisations and promotes their
activities across the Global Sport
for All Movement.

Make sure you don’t miss out on an
amazing opportunity to win a spot in
TAFISA’s Photo Calendar 2022!

Membership Fees (5%)
Donations & Grants (25%)

46%

Let the World Know What You’re Doing
TAFISA is always proud to disseminate the good work of its members with the Global Sport for All Movement.
Here are three ways your activities can be showcased across the TAFISA network:

177,000 €

Public Funds
137,700 €
• Erasmus+ (for salaries only)
• German Ministry of the Interior, Building and Community
• German Ministry of Education and Research
• State Ministry of Hesse
• German Olympic Sports Confederation
Event Related Support
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3,500 €

Requirements
• Ensure your photograph is clear
and of good quality.
• You must have owning rights of
the photograph.
• Include the name of the Mission
2030 Theme.
• Provide your website and social
media information.
• There is no maximum number of
photographs, submit as many as
you want!
• Send your submission to
media@tafisa.org*

Requirements
• Be a TAFISA Member
• Complete and submit the
application form.
• Send a photo(s) that represents
your organisation
• Send the logo of your organisation
if applicable
Send the filled in form and your
photos to media@tafisa.org to
participate!

Application Form

2

Requirements
• Send us a short video (2-3
minutes) about the relevant
project which you want to share
with the global community of
Sport for All. The video would
typically showcase the project
by showing people working out
and doing physical activity and
providing some information about
the project.
• Share some (ideally 6-8) pictures
related to the project that can be
shown on our website.
• Write a short summary (~500
words) explaining what the project
is about. It will be displayed on the
website along with the video and
pictures.

* By sharing the photographs with
TAFISA, you give TAFISA the right
to use the picture for official /
unofficial purposes.

Share your Story or Event
TAFISA is always proud to share the
good work of its members with the
Global Sport for All Movement. Please
send articles (in English) and pictures
of programmes or events you want to
share to media@tafisa.org

1

3

16,300 €
539,000 €
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TAFISA would like to thank all members,
partners, stakeholders and friends
for their trust and support
in 2020

THE ASSOCIATION FOR
INTERNATIONAL SPORT FOR ALL

c/o Commerzbank / Filiale Höchst
Hostatostrasse 2
65929 Frankfurt Höchst
Germany
Tel.: +49.69.973935990
Fax: +49.69.973935995
Web: www.tafisa.org
E-mail: info@tafisa.org
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